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We started a conversation a couple weeks ago and it has continued not only on Sunday mornings but 
throughout the week as we have communicated back and forth via email.  Many of you have been 
writing your thoughts and comments on this subject; I encourage you to keep on doing so.  We started 
two weeks ago by talking about these cones and we were referencing concepts and ideas found in 

Romans Chapter 14.  Let me just give you, in case you weren’t here two weeks ago, 
what the deal with these cones is and I think you’ll be able to start putting this together 
pretty quickly. 

We talked about having a cone [THE LARGER STRIPED CONE, AT LEFT] that represents God’s 
best way to live, so that would be all of His commands and very specific things that He 
states in the Bible, our guidebook, what He wants us to do and how he wants us to live, 

the best way to live.  Those are very clear.  If you read your Bible, you find those out.  We then spoke of 
a little cone [THE SMALLER CONE WITHOUT STRIPES] and this little cone is one placed where it’s placed to 
protect you from ever getting to this big cone because some of us find that when we get very close to the 
commandment we have a tendency to start reaching up and just sort of quasi-touching it and before we 
know it we’re beyond it and we have broken that commandment and now we’re no longer living the best 
way that we’re supposed to live.   

This little cone is sort of like that gate that you young parents put up in the 
house to keep the kid out of the other room.  As the kid gets older you do 
that to keep the dog out of the other room.  But you’ve got that gate that 
stretches between two doorframes and so that your little child can’t run 
and fall down the steps or go into the dining room and get into the China 
cabinet and have some fun pounding on the precious crystal.  And even 
though that’s way over there, this gate is placed here to protect the kid 
from ever going there.  Now when they’re 16 and you’re still putting up 
the gate, we’ve got a little bit of a problem.  In fact, what we find is that 
pretty quickly that doesn’t work anymore, they learn how to unlatch the 
gate.   

In fact, I remember when our kids learned how to move those little white things 
on the cabinets and get into the cabinets, thankfully by the time they were able 
to figure out how to work that little white thing, they’re not tempted to drink the 
Clorox.  And so that’s the whole goal though with that little white thing.  It’s the 
thing with the gate that stretches between the door frames is to keep them from 
getting to a place where they’d do something that would be harmful, that would 
cause them irreparable damage.  And that’s what God does when He creates 

these rules and directions.   

A lot of people have asked me over the last couple weeks as we had this conversation, like, “How do I 
know what those are?”  Mark Chapter 7, if you get a minute, you may want to sometime read through 
that.  Jesus talked to the Pharisees, they were really having a difficult time with this conversation and 
they were talking about honoring parents in there and they found a loophole around the thing.  And He 
just pulls out His hair, and later on that chapter He’s talking to them because they’re creating all these 
little rules to get around all of God’s rules, and later on in the chapter He just gives a list.  I thought the 
list was excellent because a lot of people have been asking me, “What are just some ideas of the big 
cone?”  And in Mark Chapter 7, verse 21, He just lists them out.  He says: 
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21 For from within, out of the heart of man, come evil thoughts, sexual immorality, 
theft, murder, adultery, 22 coveting, wickedness, deceit, sensuality, envy, slander, pride, 
foolishness.” 

~ MARK 7:21-22 

And He just lists those things.  These are things that we stay away from.  They’re 
things that the Word of God has said this is the way we’re to live.  And in order to 
stay away from them, we set something [SCREENSHOT AT RIGHT] shy of there to 
protect ourselves from ever getting there. 

Let me take a time out for a moment and say this to you this morning.  This 
message this morning is for all of those who have been questioning church.  It is 
for all of those who because of their questioning it have stopped going to church.  
What I have heard over the last couple of weeks is the description of these little 
cones has helped you to understand what you were struggling with so much about 
church.  There were many of you who said to me you suspect that it is the little 
cones that became really big cones that should have never become big cones that 
were used to bang people over the head were the reason why so many of your loved ones walked away 
and said, “I will never go back to church.”  And there was like this parentheses in the comment that said, 
“I still think they love Jesus, and I think I now understand what they hated was all these little cones that 
we set up and insisted that they follow.”  Others said they got confused by all these little cones and it 
threw them for a huge loop that eventually caused them to walk away from their faith. 

Chapter 15 alone is both going to tell us why we are fed up with religion, religious leaders, why we have 
such a frustration for church, and simultaneously it’s going to show us why it does not have to be that 
way.  If you have your Bibles, Romans, it’s the book we’ve been in, it is opening our eyes to seeing 
things in a fresh new way, Romans Chapter 15, verse 1.  It starts out with these words: 

1 We who are strong have an obligation to bear with the failings of the weak, and not to 
please ourselves.  

~ ROMANS 15:1 

I don’t know about you, but when I read that I go, I want to be strong.  I like to think that I’ve got it 
together, so am I the strong one?  And then you ask yourself the question:  “Bear with the failings of the 
weak” – who are the weak?  And then you begin to throw it back and forth, who are the weak, who are 
the strong?  In Chapter 14 it actually began with the words: 

“As for the one who is weak in faith, welcome him, but not to quarrel over opinions.  

— the little cones — 

~ ROMANS 14:1 

So let’s start out with a couple definitions.  Let’s start with the definition of what “strong” is referring to 
here.  Your Bible says that in Christ we have freedom.  We have been freed from the law.  Jesus has 
fulfilled the law.  And we now, even when we learned it in Romans, it is love that completes that law 
and we have freedom.  That means that as long as we do not step over this big cone we can do anything 
else that we want back here [he takes a few steps back behind the big cone].  We are free and no one can 
make rules for us and set up those rules that we would have to live by.  And so if we can come up close 

we set something… 
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to this cone, the big cone, we are in a place where we can be strong.  Here’s the risk with that.  It is 
possible that when we are strong we may cause someone else that is not as strong, they can’t come up 
close to that [big] cone without blowing right by it.  And so we’re at risk of that.  In Chapter 14, 
verse 13, it says this: 

13 Therefore let us not pass judgment on one another any longer, but rather decide 
never to put a stumbling block or hindrance in the way of a brother. 

~ ROMANS 14:13 

I was in my early twenties living in my first home and I don’t know where I got it, and I wish I still had 
it, I would have brought it in here today, it would have freaked out some, but it like a vase 
probably about that big in diameter [demonstrates the size with his hands] and about that 
tall, so the size and the height of a normal vase, but it was dark green and it was ugly.  And 
on the front of it it had the face of a Buddha; like I say, I have no idea how I got this or 
where I got this.  And whenever I came into my house—it was sitting on the bottom shelf 

right inside the door—any change I had in my pocket I popped it 
into the Buddha.  That was my way of saving back in those days.  
I didn’t have much money but I could pop the change into there.   

One day I came in, I was with a friend and I reached into my pocket and 
pulled the change and popped it in there and they said to me, “That’s weird, 
you’re giving money to Buddha every day when you come in your house.”  It 
hadn’t dawned on me that way.  It was just a container up until that point.  

Now all of a sudden I’m giving money to Buddha.  I’m like, “Dude, it’s just a container.”  He goes, 
“That’s an ugly container at that.  Why don’t you get something good looking to put your money in?”  I 
got to thinking about that.   

Imagine if I walked into the house with someone who was previously a Buddhist but now was a 
Christian and I threw my money into that container.  It would take on a very different meaning.  It may 
even cause them to stumble.  They may think—let’s just make this [he lifts the big cone] the cone of 
idolatry—the Scripture says have no other gods before me.1  They may have thought that I was actually 
worshipping another god, that I was actually feeding Buddha every time I came in, when in point of fact 
I was just putting money in a container that happened to be sitting there that was there the first time I 
thought of doing this.  And if I was with that person, you know what I’d do?  Make sure that I never had 
that around.  It would go away because it would be a stumbling block.   

So the risk of being that stronger brother is that I might cause someone else to stumble.  For me doing 
that, I never had a problem with any other gods.  I never had any other idols.  I didn’t do anything, 
sacrifice to them, so me throwing my money in there was just like throwing it into any container. 

Let’s talk about the weaker brother for a moment.  So the quick definition of the weaker brother.  The 
weaker brother is that one who says, “You know what, if I don’t set up a standard or a blockade short of 
the rule of God, I will end up blowing by it.”  And so they set up what we call a little cone [he sets the 
little cone about a foot behind the big cone] back here so that they never get to there [big cone].  Let me 
give you an example.   

                                                 
1  Exodus 20:3, Deuteronomy 5:7 
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A few moments ago I was reading through the list of Scriptures when Jesus was just listing off a bunch 
of sins and it seems to be almost like just off the top of His head He sort of grabbed a bunch of them – 
big cone things.  One of those was slander.  I learned, actually it’s quite a 
few years ago now, that there are couple guys that when I hang out with 
them we get to talking and we get to slandering.  And I recognized that it 
happened every time I hung out with them.  So what I did was I set myself 
a [little] cone because I know I’ve got to stop short of that somehow, and so I never hang out with those 
two alone.  I always make sure there are others with me because I found that when I have others with 
me, we don’t slander.  We don’t talk about other people.  We don’t rip on other people.  And it solved 
that problem.  In that case, I was the weaker.  I was the definition of the weaker one.  I had to set a small 
cone back here so that I wouldn’t slander.  In the previous illustration, I was the strong one, that Buddha 
container meant absolutely nothing to me.   

The risk with being the weaker brother is this [he picks up the little cone]—is I think you ought to do the 
same as me.  That my standard or my opinion, Chapter 14, verse 1, when it talks about the weak, it says 
he has opinions.  And because of his opinions he set a standard somewhere so as to not trip over that.  
The problem is with the weaker brother and the risk is that real quick this [little] cone gets bigger and 
bigger and bigger to a point that we take it and we start beating people over the head with it and trying to 
make them have a cone just like that.  It becomes really, really ugly.   

The Pharisees are Exhibit A of that.  They’re the religious leaders of 
Jesus’ time, and you get a feeling for how Jesus feels about them when 
He responds to them.  He’s eating with sinners!  —and they are freaked 
out.  Their little cone that they had set years before said if we never eat 
with sinners, we’re never going to cross over this line into sin.  These 

people are people of darkness and we don’t get near them.  Now Jesus, being strong, He can be with 
them and it’s not even going to affect Him in the slightest.  Years before the Pharisees had decided we’ll 
set our little cone back here, but by the time Jesus comes along they had raise it to this level [he lifts the 
little cone chest high] and they take it and they beat the God of creation over the head with it and they 
are freaked out over Him for eating with sinners.  And Jesus comes at them very hard because they have 
taken what should have been a standard to protect them from getting to sin and they made this [little 
cone] a rule. 

Let me go back for a second to what happens, why people have left the church, people that once were 
part of it, people that once put their faith and trust in our precious Lord Jesus Christ only to show up and 
find out that a whole list of rules had been created for them.  I would go so far as to say that in that 
moment they basically had a bait-and-switch.  They were told Jesus died for you.  He loves you and 
He'll forgive you your sins.  Now I don't know who in this room doesn't want their sins to be forgiven, 
who doesn't feel that weight and burden just weighing down on their shoulders, and when you get told 
that the God of the universe left Heaven and came and lived a perfect life 
and that He says, “Hey, listen, I make the rules.  I will take on the 
punishment.  I will take your sins on Me and I’ll go to the cross and die for 
you.”  And that person says, “Oh, my goodness, He died for me?  He loves 
me?  I want that.”  And they put their trust in Jesus—and here's what 
happens next that is so concerning.   

There's a group of people lined up in a row waiting to tell them now how 
they have to behave, how they have to comply, and what it looks like to do 
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this thing called the Christian life, and it is ridden with things called “little cones.”  All sorts of opinions, 
traditions, things that that person used, things that that person's teacher believed were helpful to keep 
them from ever tripping over the big cone, and they were no longer helpful things to keep them from 
tripping over the big cone, they were little cones littered all over the place.  And now this new person in 
love with Jesus trips over all these little cones and there's all sorts of people beating them over the head 
with the little cones to a point that they say, “I can't do this.”   

Here's what our text says:  If you are strong, bear with the failings of the weak.   

1 We who are strong have an obligation to bear with the failings of the weak, and not to 
please ourselves.   

— we understand not everyone can stand close to this [he stands right next to the big cone].  If you are 
weak, it says:  

2 Let each of us please his neighbor for his good, to build him up. 3 For Christ did not 
please himself, but as it is written, “The reproaches of those who reproached you fell 
on me.” 

~ ROMANS 15:1-3 

If you’re weak, set up the little cones to protect you—not to impact other people—to protect you from 
this [big cone] and this only, from crossing over this line.  If you’re strong and you have freedom, be 
careful you don’t trip up the little guy, the weak guy.  If you’re weak, set up that cone but don’t beat 
other people over the head with it.  If you’re a Pharisee, they’re the religious leaders that create a bunch 

of these [he lifts up the little cone] and then make other people live by it, I say to 
you:  STOP IT, because you’re the one that is chasing people away from the church.  
That has been the conclusion I have received from all the conversation that I’ve had 
in the last two weeks.  The little cones have confused, they have created chaos, they 
have created division and frustration.  The text say this:  “We who are strong have 
an obligation to bear with the failings of the weak, and not to please ourselves.”  
The problem is so often we’re trying to please ourselves by making everyone else 

conform and the little cones rule. 

I have to tell you, I’ve been guilty of this.  I have been guilty even as a pastor in trying to tell you to live 
in the best way possible, I have thrown out ideas of where to set these little cones.  And so you rush out 
of here and you try to set your little cone there and then you tell someone else, “Pastor Lee says this is 
where the little cone ought to go.”  That was wrong.  The only thing we have to remember is this [the 
big cone] is the best way to live, I need to comply with that.  I have to obey that.  I have to follow Jesus 
in that.   

I made this mistake when I was real young.  I'm 7th grade, maybe 8th grade, I want to say 8th grade, a 
couple of my Christian friends and I, we have a table at lunch we meet, we sit there every day and we 
get into these spiritual conversations.  There's a bunch of people around the table that don't know Jesus 
and they find these conversations very interesting, so they start feeding into them and it's a back and 
forth, back and forth on these discussions.  In the course of that time one of these guys at 
the table puts his faith in Jesus and he starts growing.  We started having Bible studies 
together and he's growing, growing, growing, and then something crazy happened.  My 
friends and I realized that he did something horrific—he listened to the Grateful Dead.   
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Now, for those of you don't have reference point for why that is so horrific, there were speakers that 
would come to our churches in those days who would talk to us about the horrors of “devil music”—and 
all secular music was devil music.  In fact, as they would explain it and tell us all this research that they 
had done, they would even get to a point where they would explain that as they have gotten people to 
respond and realize that this was devil music, they would take their albums out and they would burn 
them and they knew that it was devil music because when they burned them in this camp fire demons 
would scream out.  My friends and I, our eyes would get big, like, Whoaaaaaaa.  Tell us more.   

Well, now we've got our friend, he's listening to Grateful Dead.  And we were hanging out at his house 
one night and we find out Oh no!  It's just not the Grateful Dead, it's like ALL of those bands!  In fact, 
he's got a trunk, it was at least this wide by this high [demonstrates with his hands], it had been given to 
him by his brother.  It was packed full of vinyl records, full, that size by that size, and he listened to 
them all and he loved them all.  And we began to talk to him, you know, we're like – now we're 
evangelists towards our little cone.  You can't do this.  This is devil stuff!  This is going to lead you to the 
devil.  This is gonna take you down the wrong path.  You gotta stay away from this little cone!  And he's 
feeling this pressure and this pressure and pressure, pressure, pressure, and finally we broke through, we 
got his attention.   

And this one evening, and I know it was this time of the year because it just feels like the same time of 
the year as what it was then, this one night we’re like, “Dude, you gotta do it today, you gotta do it 
today.”  He’s like, “Okay.”  He lived on a farm and so we go out back behind the barn and we get all 
this wood and stuff and we build up a huge bonfire and pretty soon that bonfire fire is rip-roarin’ and 
he's like, “I can't do it.  I can’t do it.”  “You gotta do it.  You gotta do it for Jesus.  You gotta do it for 

Jesus.”  My friends and I, we’re all standing there waiting, we just want this to 
happen because we want to hear if this demon stuff is true and it's gonna 
scream out.  And so anyhow, finally, finally, he goes, “Okay, okay, I gotta do 
it.  I know it's hard, but I gotta do it for Jesus.” 

So we go into his house we get this trunk, it takes two of us, one on each end, to 
carry this thing out to the fire.  And it was a cold, fall evening, cloudy sky, the 
fire is just burning like crazy now, and we're opening up this trunk and we're 
taking these albums one by one and throwing them into this huge rip-roarin’ 
bonfire.  One by one by one by one throwing them in there.  My friend is 
freaking out.  He's hating every moment of this.  He hates that he's losing all of 

these amazing ones.  He’s pulling them and we’re like, “Give it up, give it up, 
man!”  And he’s throwing it into the fire and we're—finally that whole thing 
is empty.  We actually take the whole trunk and all and throw it in there and 
burn it.  And we're all standing there and all of us feel massive 
disappointment—no demons screaming.  

 And I've got to tell you something, my friend has never forgiven us for 
burning his albums.  Every time we're together he brings it up and we hang 
our heads because we took our little cone and beat him over the head with it 
because this was our rule.  No different than what the Pharisees were doing in Jesus’ day.  Second 
Corinthians Chapter 10, verse 12, says this: 

But when they measure themselves by one another and compare themselves with one 
another, they are without understanding. 

~ 2 CORINTHIANS 10:12b 
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You see our ego, our belief, that what we need to do makes us think that we are right when we have our 
little cone, and we think everyone else needs to comply to it.  And that's why when people walk into our 
churches and into our small groups and we make them comply to our small cone eventually they put up 
their hands and they walk away and say no thank you.  Oh, it makes us feel good.  It puts us in a place of 
higher spirituality.  It puts us into a place of superiority.  It gives us this “insider” mentality.  It's, in too 
many ways, it's like being at someone else's Elk Club meeting complete with its own secret handshake, 
secret phrases, secret words, things that gotta get said and things that got to get repeated.   

I'll freak you out by saying this, but I’m just going to say it.  Easter, every Easter you hang around a 
church, a good church, you'll hear people say, “He's risen!”  After all, that's what we're there to 
celebrate, that's what we're there to shout out.  Praise God, He's risen!  He's not dead, He's alive, and 
that's why we can worship Him today.  But—in church culture—this is something that gets repeated 
over and over and you'll actually see people in the hallways saying, “Hey, listen, if you don't know this, 
when someone says ‘He's risen!’ you've got to respond like the early church did and respond, ‘He is 
risen, indeed!’  And so if you hear that said, you just say back ‘He is risen, indeed!’ ”   

Well, I'm just a little bit counter– just that kind of insider stuff, so when people say to me, “He's risen!”  
I go, “Yup.”  [Laughter]  And they get mad because you're supposed to say “He is risen indeed.”  Right?  
Is He risen indeed?  Yes, He’s risen, indeed!  Is He risen?  Yes, He’s risen.  Are you excited about that?  
Yes.  Do we have to say that phrase?  NO!  But we take that and we're just shocked that the Pastor won't 
say back to you, “He is risen, indeed!”?   And that outsider that comes in who says, “Man, come on into 
our Easter services,” come in here and they find out there are certain special handshakes we have to 
make, certain phrases we have to say, certain things we have to do in certain ways, and all of a sudden 
they feel incredibly divided out.  If you go around the churches you'll find that because of little cones we 
have dress codes, we have ways in which we are to act, we have specific belief systems that we have to 
parrot it back and forth. 

I mean, on Halloween this year on my Facebook feed all sorts of things about the 
Reformation.  If you're in a Reformed Church you need to know all about Martin 
Luther and you need to be posting about the Reformation on Halloween.  Some of 
you said, “Man, I didn’t even know you were supposed to even talk about 
Halloween in here.”  Chapter 14 talked about this very thing.  There are certain 
days that people had certain rules for for certain days – here – little cone.  When 
we each carry these little cones and what we do is we create this little club that we link arms and when 
you happen to cross someone's little cone—YOU ARE OUT.  And we wonder why so many have said, 
“I'm done with church.”  We wonder why our kids say, “I'm out.  I'm not going back to church, again.”   

That's not the community of the redeemed in Jesus that celebrated communion—common union—
around Jesus today.  There is no common union around a little cone.  Our common union, our 
communion is with Jesus Christ and when we line up, we line up behind what He says is the best way to 
live, not what [he points across the audience and then at himself] he says is the best way to live raising 
up a little cone.  There has to be a solution to this, and I just want to share this with you.  It says this, 
Romans 15:2-3: 

2 Let each of us please his neighbor for his good, to build him up. 3 For Christ did not 
please himself, but as it is written, “The reproaches of those who reproached you fell 
on me.” 

~ ROMANS 15:2-3 
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And for too many in the last few years church has become about:  What would please me?  Church 
leadership has become about:  What do we have to do to make you feel like this is a great place?  And as 
a result, even a bunch of years – when I first started as a lead pastor of a church, there was this theory 
out there and it went something like this:  It was good for business but I don't think really good for the 
Gospel.  It was this:  You need to know who your target audience is, and you need to pick that target 
audience.  And so if someone said, “Hey, I don't like the way we do worship,” we would look at them 
and we were supposed to say you’re not our target audience, now jump into line and realize we're trying 
to reach that person and this type of situation will help reach that person.  And you go Wait a minute, 
that's not what we just read here.  We just read here in Chapter 15 that we are to not please ourselves, 
but build up his neighbor.  What a powerful thing to do.   

And so as a pastor one of the things I've recognized is that we truly don't care about each other.  We care 
about me and what I want.  We care about what our group wants.  But a group of people who have only 
one thing in common and that being Jesus—the cross of Jesus, knowing that He died for every one of us 
and that we're saying yes to Jesus—we should be seeking how can we please each other in this room and 
care for each other.  So let me think for a moment about something that I’ve been thinking about this 
week and think about it/process it out loud with you.   

I want to talk to those of you who are teenagers.  I don't know if you feel it but I think sometimes it feels 
like there is a constant ripping on you.  I remember when my daughter told me about sitting with a group 
of people at a table and she said at the end of the time she was so furious because all they could talk 
about was the youth today, young people today.  And I recognize as I stand before you right now that 
when I think about what you have to go through—I thought I had it tough when I was a teenager—I had 
nothing in comparison to what you're going through.  Oh, yes, the same old things that were a struggle 
are still a struggle for you but they've just amped it up.  We didn't have social media.  We didn't have the 
Internet.  You have had to learn that all by yourself because we didn't even know how to instruct you on 

it and sometimes we over-instructed you on it, and sometimes we over-
reacted, and sometimes we under-reacted.  Sometimes we gave you the 
electronic devices too much, sometimes we held it back from you too 
much because we didn't know what to do.   

You're sitting in a schooling situation where your workload is 
ridiculously hard.  I remember when I'd sit down with my kids just a 
couple years ago and they'd say, “Can you help me with my 
homework?”  I’d looked at and I felt like a stupid fool.  I didn't know 
how to do any of it.  I'm like, “They never taught us this stuff.”  I 

probably was asleep that day and they did, I don't know, but seriously, I think they've amped up the level 
of work.  And then what I've learned is that there are expectations of involvement by all of you that 
you're supposed to jump into this sport, and be involved in this community action, and you're to be in 
this club, and all that's important because you’ve got to please the college administrators who are going 
to let you into their college and that pressure’s coming at you all the time.  And the teachers’ 
expectations of you and the grade expectations and what we as parents are expecting out of you, and that 
doesn't even take into account the issues of image and what you're supposed to wear and the pressures 
that your friends are putting on you, and drugs and sex, and I can go on.   

And I just think that sometimes we have this tendency to say, “Oh, the youth of today,” but when in 
point of fact what we need to be doing is looking at each other and doing like what we do with military 
people.  And I think it's awesome when we just meet someone that's in the military and go, “Hey, thanks 
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for serving, man.”  I think we ought to turn to our young people and go, “I love you.  I'm with you.  How 
can I support you?  Hey, why don't we get together and have a cup of coffee so you can talk,” so they 
can be heard.  Instead we go, “I wonder what's going on, I hear of all these suicides.”  And yet we need 
to be a people that are responding to them and loving on them.   

Yeah, I think of you young parents, the intense amount of pressure on you to be this perfect parent.  
Yeah, the in-laws and your mother and they're coming at you thinking that you're not doing this right 
and that right, and you're frustrated because you want to please them but it 
seems like nothing you can do can please them.  And yet you need them to haul 
the kids back and forth to the events.  You're struggling because you don't think 
that they're learning enough and the teacher just sent home some family project 
that you're supposed to do together as a family, and you were irritated by the 
fact that they did that so you just sat down and did it real quick but you figured Oh no, I'm messing up 
my kid by doing that.  And your kid has some sort of weird disease or allergy or something going on and 
the doctor can't figure it out and you're taking them in and that's weighing down on you.   

And then on top of that, I mean, how can we forget your job that just is coming at you so weekly and 
they're asking for more and expecting more.  And if you're ever going to get where you need to be so 
that you can someday support this family even into the college years and that kind of stuff, you’ve got to 
climb that ladder.  But you can't be at the game and now they’re yelling at you because you ought to be 
at the game if you really loved your kids!  And then, we stand up and say, “Work on your marriage.  
Work on your marriage.”  And you go, “I don't know how to do it all!” 

And I look at it like, wow, wait a minute.  We ought to be helping each other.  We ought to be 
encouraging each other.  When we see you coming in here there's this tendency for us to go, “You're 
late.  Why were you late?”  “My goodness, we just barely got out of the house this morning.  We had a 
crying kid, one that had to go to the bathroom, one that forgot to eat, one didn't have their shoes on when 
we got in the car, and now you're yelling at me because I'm late?”  We're just happy you're here.  We 
want to serve you.  We love you.  And all of a sudden we start turning to each other and reaching out to 
each other and caring for each other and seeing these young families and blessing them and serving 
them and being by their side.   

It's interesting to me in the church, oftentimes there's one group of people that really gets pushed off to 
the side.  They get placated as whiners and complainers and old—and that's our seniors.  And they 

oftentimes feel like, “Well, yeah, we need to sort of step back because 
the church is about the youth of today.”  And we sort of treat them and 
push them off to the side.  I remember this guy that was in my church, 
my previous church, I think he was the oldest guy in the church.  The 
crazy thing is that was 15-20 years ago, it was 20 years ago now, he 
lived to be a 102 I believe, and when I first met him he drove me nuts.  
He just had – just the way he approached me and the things he said to 
me, and the things he asked me drove me nuts.  And then one day I was 

like Wait a minute, why are you being driven nuts by this guy?  He loves Jesus.  He really cares about 
the right things.  He's just different than me.  And I just started celebrating him for who he was and I 
came to a place where I just loved this man.  He was a dear brother and I grieved his loss when he 
passed away just a couple years ago. 

And it reminds me that those who are older in our church they have things they're struggling with.  They 
have sins that are weighing down on them.  They have things that they're worried about.  Their advisor 
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told them that even though the stock market's climbing we actually changed 
your allocations a while ago and so you don't have what you thought you once 
had and you need to spend less.  And yet they're seeing their medical bills 
climbing.  In fact, speaking of medical bills, there's a test that their doctor 
wanted him to take and he seemed to say there was something bad but don't 
worry about it.  But it's been three weeks since they heard from the doctor and it 
seems like they go to a different doctor every day who has another major thing 

to tell them.  And then they're being asked to take care of the kids, but not given any authority over 
taking care of the kids, and it seems like that's a never-ending thing.  And they're feeling their bodies, 
they're feeling pains in it, and their birthday comes and they look at their watch and they realize I may 
only have a couple more years on this life before I go into eternity.  And they begin to even ask inside 
themselves, have some fears and some worries and wonder how it's going to end, and it's weighing down 
on them.   

And I say church, I wonder what we can do to draw them in and love them.     
You see, I think this idea of that target person and everyone else is pushed aside  
is totally against what Jesus is saying or what Paul is saying here.  We have an 
obligation to bear with the weak.  We have an obligation not to please 
ourselves but to build up his neighbor.  My heart would be as this church has 
been—there was a number of years ago when we made a decision as a 
church—we are going to be a church that is a place where everyone is welcome in.  It doesn't matter the 
color of your skin, your nationality, the background, the marks or the tattoos that you have on, the color 
of your hair.  That this is a place for you and it has become that and it is that, but even in the midst of 
that it is our natural sinful behaviors and patterns to sort of separate into groups that look like us, act like 
us, behave like us, have the same small cones as us, and the reality of the matter is I believe that God is 
calling us to reach out to each other.  That when we come into this place on a Sunday morning, can you 
imagine if this was such a place of love and acceptance?   

There's a phrase at the end of this text where it says – verse 7 – it says: 

7 Therefore welcome one another as Christ has welcomed you, for the glory of God. 

~ ROMANS 15:7 

In Chapter 14 at the beginning of the chapter when it talks about the weak it says, “welcome him.”  
What if this was the most welcoming place to people of every age, of every demographic, of every 
background, that we truly knew that not only were we put up with, not only were we accepted, not only 
were we allowed to be in here, but we were truly embraced and loved with the love of Jesus.  And I 
believe—we ask the question Why is it that are some who have never come back? and we talk about this 
small cone—but it’s because this small cone has caused us to separate, it's caused divisions, and that 
division has kept us from being together.   

And there are many who love Jesus and many who want to love Jesus that if this became that attractive 
place of love, of caring for each other, that no matter who you were there are people getting down on 
their knees talking to the little children, there are people reaching out to our teens, there are people just 
loving on our seniors that people couldn't wait to be together.  They'd be saying can we do that on 
Saturday, too?  Could we do that again tonight?  Is there another night this week we can get together to 
do it?  And all of a sudden it would just build and it would build and it would build. 
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Let me read the last couple verses of this section, Chapter 15, verse 5, and I will end with this.  I believe 
it sounds pretty much like a prayer and I believe it's a prayer for what we're talking about today.  It says 
this: 

5 May the God of endurance and encouragement grant you to live in such harmony 
with one another, in accord with Christ Jesus, 6 that together you may with one voice 
glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. 7 Therefore welcome one another 
as Christ has welcomed you, for the glory of God. 

~ ROMANS 15:5-7 

Lord Jesus, 

I pray, your Scripture said we’ll know Christ followers by our love for each other, and I 
pray that this would be a place of love and that we'd learn to love each other more, and 
that we’d care for each other more.  It is so hard in our broken and divided world.  It is so 
easy to break and divide more, and You're asking us to love more and to care more and to 

reach out more.  Lord God, I pray that that'll happen in this place this morning.  I pray that we'll 
practice it today.  We love You, Jesus.  We thank You for your Book and these reminders in it. 

It's in Jesus’ Name we pray.  Amen.  

Gonna give you an opportunity to give your gifts and your tithes and offerings back to the Lord right 
now.  Thank you for serving Him and giving and being a part of what God is doing not only here in this 
local area but around the world.  You saw that demonstrated this morning.  It matters and it's making a 
difference way beyond anything any of us knows, so thanks for giving.  You'll notice on the screen the 
ability to give online, you can go on our website or go on our app.  I'm just a firm believer that what we 
automate gets done and so consider doing that, but thank you so much for giving this morning. 
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